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At least two of our OCI OA meetings last week were “Zoom-bombed” by a trio of 
people who played loud music and talked with profanities over speakers.  We presume 
they are getting joining information from our web page.  Your meeting may be targeted. 
Some San Diego OA meetings have had attackers display graphic screen shares.  
 
Please report any disruptive incidents to me, describing how the disruption was 
done and what you did about it, and how people are feeling.  Feel free to call me (Terry) 
at 949-400-3379. 
 
Please let me know if you want a quick training/review about meeting settings and how 
to respond quickly and appropriately to any disruption. 
 
Please protect your meeting by considering the following strong 
recommendations for security.  Meetings have autonomy— applying these measures 
is at the discretion of your Group Conscience.  
 
1.  ALWAYS have a host AND co-host(s) during every meeting.  
Why?  Because only host and cohost can use security features.  
Why have a cohost too?  If one person is distracted or if there are a lot of attendees to 
scan, the other can react quickly to a zoom attack.  Also, the meeting may end if host 
loses internet connection, unless a co-host is present.  
But we forget… In some cases your meeting settings can disallow “enable join before 
host” so the meeting can’t start until a host with the Zoom account signing and 
password joins. Let me know if you want to do this. 
 
2. The meeting settings in the Zoom account should be set to ‘Share Screen” 
with Host only.  This setting should be in the meeting setup in the account, so 
you need not reset it every meeting. This prevents disruptors from displaying graphic 
images that can be highly disturbing.  People wanting to share screen can be made co-
hosts. 
 
3.  Should a disruption occur, Host or Co-host must act immediately to mute, mute 
all, stop video, or remove a participant. This can be done in the Participant window or 
the menu under the security shield.  Make sure you know how!  Do not give obvious 
disrupters time to explain themselves. 
 
Here are options we do not recommend but you may choose. 
 
4. The Host or Co-host can choose to "enable waiting room" in the menu under the 
security shield or in the account meeting settings.   Some meetings use the Waiting 
Room before the meeting, then disable it after the meeting starts.  If you have Waiting 



Room enabled during the entire meeting, a host or co-host will need to monitor the 
Waiting Room, to let people in if they show up.  You may or may not be able to tell if you 
are letting a disruptor in.  
 
5. If your meeting’s group conscience does not want to deal with behavior of this type 
ever, you can remove your meeting’s Zoom passcode from the web page.  People 
wishing to attend would need to call the contact listed on the Web to get the 
passcode.  This is great for security and not great for our 12th tradition of reaching 
out.  It is analogous to a meeting being held in a gated community and phoning for the 
gate code.  Let me know if your meeting wants to make that change. 
 
A google search will show you more details about these security functions, and you can 
contact me to schedule a quick run-through. 
 
Thank you for letting me be of service, and I hope we all stay secure and serene. 
Terry L 
E-Media Manager 
	


